January 2020

What’s on your mind, 2020?
It is amazing how resilient the global economy has been in 2019. The global GDP is estimated to have
grown at 2.6 to 2.7% last year; just a few bps shy of its presumed long-term growth potential, despite the umbrage
of escalating tariffs and geopolitical tension, with key sectors such as aerospace, autos, semiconductors,
commodity-producers having to digest more than a year glut of excess inventory and weak demand, exacerbated
by gamut of catastrophic natural disasters, and with oil price rising by 20%. While it would be blasé to infer what
doesn’t kill you makes you stronger, we are also reminded economic expansion does not die of old age even if
2019 marks the longest US economic expansion and stock market bull at 126 months old. For the record, the
longest economic expansion goes to Australia which started in 1991 lasting 28 years and counting. Many asset
prices, especially equities, have one of the best performances in the decade with MSCI World Equities Index up
25% and Barclays Global Bond Index 6.3% despite a continuous downward revision in GDP forecast and EPS
growth revised down from 9.7% to 0% by the end of the year. These strong performances, however, belie the
cautiousness of investors throughout the year and must also take into context 2018, which was one of the worstperforming year in a decade with only 2 out of the 58 asset classes we tracked made money in that year.
Great 2019 performances but were off a really bad 2018
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In this strategy piece, we attempt to answer a few key questions most investors have as we navigate
2020.
1.

We escape recession in 2019, will 2020 be the year of reckoning? For 2020, we are sanguine on

the economic health of the global economy; perhaps more than consensus. We expect global GDP growth
to rise from 2019 2.6-2. 7% to 2.9-3.0% in 2020, in-line with its long-term potential. Recession risk based
on several recession models that we tracked has also retraced from its highs of 2019 to below their signaling
threshold. Underpinning our optimism is the belief that the consumer sectors will remain resilient supported by
decades-low unemployment rates in the US, improving employment prospects in Europe, continuous
employment growth in China alongside rising wages. While there was evidence of the adverse impacts on the
manufacturing sector and heightened trade tensions have spilled over to the consumer sector, the impact was
4.8% in 1H19 but slowed to 4.4% in 3Q19 and is expected to trough at 4.1% in 4Q19. Heading into 2020, the
consensus forecast is for consumption growth to improve sequentially in every quarter of the year and we
believe that is a reasonable possibility.
2020 GDP to recover to long-term potential

Signals from recession models are not alarming

Furthermore, as we have written in last September, This is the world we live, we expect the
manufacturing sectors to recover in 2020 driven by a combination of inventory rebuild, easing trade tension and
generally corporates have had the time to adjust their supply chains in the last 2 years when trade tension was
building up. Consequently, the impact of tariff increases on growth for both China and the US should fade by
2Q20.
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relatively short-lived troughing in the last quarter of the year. For example, the US private consumption grew at

Expansionary fiscal policy to continue in 2020

The combination of fiscal and monetary thrusts, much of which was enacted in earnest in the 2H19,
should also start to feed into the global economy. A positive wild card we need to monitor is the data points on
capex growth which has been improving in the past few months. After a precipitous drop since peaking in 2H17,
the nowcasting data points tracked by JPM is suggesting capex growth may have turned positive in 4Q19. We
have written before the importance of capex growth in sustaining global growth and profits margin and are
often rewarded with higher PE multiples during such period.
Effects of trade war on the US and China fade by 3Q20, while easing financing conditions cushion trade impact
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A triumvirate of improving manufacturing indicators

2.

Ok, we have no recession, but stock prices have already run-up so much? It is important to

understand this basic investment knowledge: The price level of a market or a company has no meaning unless it
is adjusted to its earnings, ie the PE. In the last two years, EPS has grown 8.9% while the market has rallied
15.5% (market fell -9% in 2018 but rallied 27% in 2019). In other words, the change in the price level of the
market over the last two years was 57% supported by earnings growth more than valuation expansion. Putting
it simply, the market advances in the last two years are justifiable and supported by both earning growth
and normalization of valuation. For 2020, the consensus is forecasting 9.7% EPS growth translating to
forward PE is 16.6x which is below post-GFC average of 17.2x. The global bond index has increased 5% during
the same period and is supported by a non-inflationary GDP growth validating the case for central bankers to
pursue an easier monetary stance. Similar to the equities, the bond advances are not an unreasonable outcome,
albeit yields are at extreme lows now.
Price advances of equities and bond proxies in the last 2 years are justified by higher growth
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Possible positive wildcard: Capex appears to be recovering after peaking in 2H17

However, there will always be skeptics in the market arguing that is a great sense of FOMO (fear of
missing out in the market) driving the market to such exuberant levels. We should take the rhetoric and biased
sentiment out and urge our readers to look at the empirical data. As seen in the flow chart on Page 1 and the
charts below, more money has gone to risk-off assets in 2019 than to risk-on assets. Insurers have net bought
credit and continue to net sell equities while Pension funds have added more government bonds than equities.
No evidence of FOMO-ing
Pension funds bought govies, sold equities

3. If I buy your views that asset prices have more room to go, what should I buy? Can US and Tech
equities outperform the rest of the world like in the past few years? There are a few caveats to our
view:
A) We don’t expect equities to generate the kind of 2019 mid-twenties return even if we think
equities still have room to run. With EPS expected to grow 9.7% and forward valuation at 16.6x,
we forecast a 6-8% return in equities instead taking into consideration the usual 2-3% drift
downwards in EPS forecast and assigning at 17x post-GFC average PE. Under the hood, there are
significant preferences. We doubt the US will outperform the rest of the world, as we believe
Emerging market equities will perform better as long as the dollar remains stable and trade
tension between China-US does not worsen. EM GDP growth is expected to re-exert is positive
differential with the US after 2 years of relative superior growth from the US. The EM-DM GDP
growth gap is expected to increase from 2.7% in 2019 to 2.9% in 2020 and 3.0% in 2021. EM EPS
growth forecast is also higher at 14.2% in 2020 versus US 9.8%. On the policy fronts, we doubt there
will be further fiscal leeway for the US as they head into an election year and the Fed has already
clearly communicated it is done with its mid-cycle adjustments. However, we believe in several key
EM countries there is still scope for further monetary as well as fiscal easing. Within EM and Asia, we
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US Insurers bought credit, sold equities

like countries like Taiwan and Korea (via our tech exposures), India, Brazil. Between Japan, Europe
versus the US, we still prefer the US, followed by Europe than Japan and the key considerations tilting
in favour of the US is its superior ROE, less volatile EPS forecast and our sector preferences for
technology and healthcare, which are two larger opportunity sets in the US than Europe or Japan. In
Europe, valuations and EPS revision momentum are most positive for small-caps and export-oriented
DAX index. As for Japan, it has the weakest GDP (zero growth) and the lowest EPS forecast among the
major economic blocs. We retain our preference for small-cap across the regions especially in lowgrowth economies like in Europe and Japan.

Source: Bloomberg

We believe Tech will continue to outperform most regions and sectors. Tech and Semi are among
the top sectors in terms of EPS growth at 13.4% and 21.2% respectively outpacing overall global equities
growth of 9.7% and S&P 9.8%. Tech and semi EPS forecast have been upgraded by 6.1% and 6.8%
respectively in 2019 even as the broader market has seen its EPS growth revised from 7% at the start of
the year to -2% by end of December. Nonetheless, we are selective in tech, playing the semi upcycle in
the early part of the year but preferring long-term structural trends plays in hyperscale public cloud, 5G
capex story, payment systems and selected bombed out 2019 mega-cap tech IPOs.
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Valuations, EPS growth and revision momentum more attractive in EM, Europe small-cap and DAX

Source: Bloomberg

B) We struggle to find value in bonds. Govies are at best a hedging tool but with rates so low and our
more bullish view of global growth, we see a mini-bear market for government bonds especially
for bunds and US Treasuries. If we are right the economy recovers and 1H20 growth is better than
2H19 and is just 20bps shy of 1H19 GDP, US Treasures yield could retrace back up to 2.50% similar
to where yield was in 1H19; a rise of 50-70bps from the current level. History is also a useful guide,
as rates also rose the last mid-cycle adjustments. The 1995-1996 cycle, rates rose 90bps, while the
1998 cycle rose by 150bps. The counter-argument is Fed has communicated it is willing to tolerate
inflation past their target before they act. For Europe, there is no inflation in sight at least from the
standard method of measuring inflation.
Government bond yields have bottomed in October and risk is for them to rise higher especially in 1H20
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Although valuation in tech and semi are not cheap, it has the best EPS growth, ERM and ROE

With credit spreads already so tight across most sub-asset classes, we expect returns for bonds to earn
its carry at best. Our preference in the fixed income space is to identify areas where there is reasonable
absolute yield and possibility of spread compression which will be in the hard and local currency of EM
debt, US mortgage-backed securities and European financials subordinated debt.
Carry + Spread compression trade: EM Debt

4. What about the US election? We have no clairvoyance to know how the US elections will panned out in
the US suffice to rely on history as a guide. Before we do that, we like to remind readers 2019 was a
chock-a-block of political elections from the charade of elections in Thailand and Hong Kong, two of the
biggest democratic elections in the world in India and Indonesia, another circus of in Argentina, and a
comedian thrusted into the world stage as President of Ukraine. US history tells us market reacts poorly
when an incumbent loses, so for all you Trump haters but capitalist lovers, you better start loving Trump.
Trump haters, you better start loving me!
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Spread Compression trade: US MBS

5. The debt death knell rings. The global debt to GDP is now at the highest outside of war periods. The
great transfers of private debt to public debt is happening as countless government bailouts, ballooning
deficit spending has created chasm against future growth. This issue is beyond the intelligence of this
writer nor in the scope of the current strategy piece. Some of the more astute investors like Ray Dalio of
Bridgewater has called for a new form of economic policy, Modern Monetary Theory, to address this debt
overhang and addressing the limitations of conventional policies to promote and direct equitable
growth. But until such time, the only temporal relevance for us investors is that QT (quantitative
tapering) ended in Sep 2019 and glorious QE has return until 2Q20. The quantity of money has turned
positive again with the Fed running a $60bn per month of liquidity injection into the REPO market until
April and ECB continuing its open-ended CSP 2.0 while commencing its $20bn a month of QE. This
increase in the quantity of money is accompanied by cheaper cost of money as more than 85% of central
the flow of money has an impact to asset prices and its impact is even more pronounced than the cost of
money. Until and if central bankers tighten, the long-term problems associated with such a large stock of
debt is postponed.
Goodbye QT, hello again QE until 2Q20

Flow of money has impact to asset prices

Asset Allocation Strategy
Equities: Overweight. Prefer EM Equities over US, the US over Europe and the least for Japan. It is likely the
equity returns for the year will be front-loaded as the delta of improvement in economic data will be most
pronounced in the first half and we expect geopolitical risk to heighten in the second half. We prefer cyclicals
like Korea, Taiwan, Brazil, financials, commodities and structural trends like healthcare and technology sectors
underpin a larger part of our equities portfolio. For our income mandates, we continue to like Asia REITs
especially in Singapore for stability and yield and in HK where valuations are depressed. In the context of global
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banks in the world have cut rates in the last 9 months. Our past analysis on QE and QT clearly informs us

REITs, both countries REITs are cheap trading within 0.9 to 1.20x book offering yield 4-6% versus global REITs
2.1x book and offer only 3.7% yield. When compared to bond as an income alternative, REITs not only offer yield
comparable to EM high-grade debt but have DPU growth of 4.6% on average in 2020 with cheaper valuation
metrics.
Fixed Income: Downgrade from Neutral to Underweight. An improving macro-dynamic could spark a minibear market in fixed income especially in the earlier part of the year. We have reduced our weights in Treasuries
and are particularly cautious on European and US government bonds. We see relatively good value in Italian and
EM high yielding government bonds like in Indonesia. For carry, we look for EM and European financial
subordinated debt and spreads compression in EM and US MBS bonds. We are exploring managers specializing
in the China onshore market as 2020 marks the year of substantial foreign flows into the third-largest bond
that at least $150bn worth of foreign flows into the market, offers attractive yields of 3% for government bond
and investment-grade credit above 4% while PBOC is likely to ease rates further and keeping overall monetary
policy loose.
Index inclusion should drive flows into the 3rd largest bond market in the world, China.

FX: Neutral. We see moderate downside to USD against EUR and Pound. Better growth prospects should make
EM currencies trade stronger versus the USD as we expect local yield curves to generally steepen in such an
environment of dovish monetary stance and moderately expansive fiscal policies.
Commodities: Overweight with Gold and Oil as our preference. For the first time in years, we have
incorporated Gold into our portfolio over the past 9 months as a form of hedge to geopolitical risk and the
increasing shift of other central banks reserve away from the USD hegemony. We expect the oil price to be stable
ranging around $60-$70 quite unlike in previous years’ wild price gyrations. Rising geopolitical induced
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market in the world after the US and Japan. The fundamentals are positive for this sub-asset class as we estimate

shortage, OPEC+ determination to maintain stable oil price as well as the specter of US Shale boom coming to an
end provide a balanced oil backdrop to consider oil majors that pay out stable and generous dividends.
Wildcard on supply as US shale output peaks
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A balanced oil for the first time in a while

Alternative Investments: No change
Cash: Cash level 1 to 5%.

Featured Picture/Quote: Give us Alaa Salah over Greta.

Edward Lim, CFA
Chief Investment Officer
edwardlim@covenant-capital.com

Risk Disclosure

Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. Covenant Capital (“CC”) may not have taken any steps to ensure that the securities or
financial instruments referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor. CC will not treat recipients as its customers by their receiving the report. The investments or services
contained or referred to in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about such investments
or investment services. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your
circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you. The price, value of and income from any of the securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can
fall as well as rise. The value of securities and financial instruments is affected by changes in a spot or forward interest and exchange rates, economic indicators, the financial standing of
any issuer or reference issuer, etc., that may have a positive or adverse effect on the income from or the price of such secu rities or financial instruments. By purchasing securities or
financial instruments, you may incur above the principal as a result of fluctuations in market prices or other financial indices, etc. Investors in securities such as ADRs, the values of which
are influenced by currency volatility, effectively assume this risk.
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